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not even power itself. Unworthy and ignominious must it appeal to you, as it does to me, to compromise with an auctioneer and a rope-dancer ; for the meanness and venality of Crassus, He levity and tergiversation of Pompeius, leave them no bettei names. The bestiality of the one, the infidelity of the other, urge and inflame me with an inextinguishable desire of uniting my authority to yours for the salvation of the republic.
Lucuttus.   I foretold to Cicero, in the words of Lucretius on the dissolution of the world,
Tria talia texta Una dies dabit exitio.
Caesar. Assist me in accomplishing your prophecy: or rather, accept my assistance: for I would more willingly hear a proposal from you than offer one. Reflections must strike you, Lucullasf no less forcibly than me, and perhaps more justly ; you arc calmer. Consider all the late actions of Cneius, and tell me who has ever committed any so indecorous with so grave a face? He abstained in great measure from the follies of youth, only to reserve them accumulated for maturer age. Human life, if I may venture to speak fancifully in your presence, hath its equinoxes. In the vernal its flowers open under violent tempests: in the autumnal it is more exempt from gusts and storms, more regular, serene, and temperate, looks complacently on the fruits it has gathered, on the harvests it has reaped, and is not averse to ti^p graces of order, to the avocations of literature, to the genial warmth of honest conviviality, and to the mild necessity of repose. Thrown out from the course of Nature, this man stood aside and solitary, and found everything around him unattractive. And now, in the decline of life, he has recourse to those associates, of whom the best that can be said is, that they would have less disgraced its outset. Repulsing you and Cicero and Cato, the leaders of his party and the propagators of his power, Pompeius the Great takes the arm of Clodius, and walks publicly with lam in the forum ; who nevertheless the other day headed a chon^ (I am informed) of the most profligate and opprobrious-youths in

